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Companies & MarketsPrudential posts 43% rise in FY2023 new business profit



Transport & LogisticsCOE prices rise across the board except for commercial vehicles



Transport & LogisticsNew regulations won’t halt decline in taxi population, say industry watchers 



Consumer & HealthcareTop Glove Q2 loss shrinks to RM51.2 million, with aim to return to profit in 2 quarters



SingaporeFormer transport minister Iswaran surrenders passport after returning to Singapore: AGC



Companies & MarketsFLCT prices S$175 million notes due 2029 at 3.83%



[image: Bank Negara Malaysia governor Abdul Rasheed Ghaffour said: "Our prospects are good. We have reason to cautiously anticipate a better year ahead."]

ASEAN BusinessMalaysia economy expected to grow 4-5% in 2024: Bank Negara



[image: FILE PHOTO: Figurines with computers and smartphones are seen in front of the words "Artificial Intelligence AI" in this illustration taken, February 19, 2024. REUTERS/Dado Ruvic/Illustration/File Photo]

Global EnterpriseSaudi Arabia plans US$40 billion push into artificial intelligence: NYT



Companies & MarketsCLI issues 1 billion yuan of 3.5% sustainability-linked bonds in China



PodcastsMarket Focus Daily: Tuesday, March 19, 2024 (Ep 25)









BREAKING NEWS[image: BREAKING NEWS]
PropertyUS 30-year mortgage rate nears 7%, restraining home purchases





GarageGoTo, TikTok to launch ‘buy now, pay later’ service in Indonesia





Consumer & HealthcareTemu operator PDD Holdings beats revenue estimates as e-commerce flourishes





InternationalChina to pass new rules for labelling of GM crops used in food: media reports





Companies & MarketsUnilever said to weigh sale of water purification unit Truliva in China





GarageRewards startup Fetch taps private credit boom, raising US$50 million from Morgan Stanley 





LifestyleGender-neutral dressing is the new look





SEE MORE
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You can now personalise your BT experience with keywords.
GOT IT.


Financial Results


[image: FILE PHOTO: The logo of Chinese e-commerce platform Pinduoduo Inc. is displayed next to a mobile phone, in this illustration picture taken March 22, 2022. REUTERS/Florence Lo/Illustration]

Temu operator PDD Holdings beats revenue estimates as e-commerce flourishes


Top Glove Q2 loss shrinks to RM51.2 million, with aim to return to profit in 2 quarters



Prudential posts 43% rise in FY2023 new business profit







Inflation


[image: FILE PHOTO: European Central Bank (ECB) President Christine Lagarde speaks during a press conference following the Governing Council's monetary policy meeting at the ECB headquarters in Frankfurt, Germany, March 7, 2024. REUTERS/Kai Pfaffenbach/File Photo]

ECB cannot commit to rate path even after first cut: Lagarde


Intel wins almost US$20 billion in chips incentives for US plants


Easing UK inflation keeps BOE on track for rate cuts later in 2024







Cryptocurrencies


[image: Words reading "Artificial intelligence AI", miniature of robot and toy hand are pictured in this illustration taken December 14, 2023. REUTERS/Dado Ruvic/Illustration]

Cryptoverse: AI tokens outpace record-breaking Bitcoin


Yen falls in defiance of historic BOJ shift


Bitcoin retreats as Grayscale ETF posts biggest daily outflow







Covid-19


[image: Crowd of people wearing face masks walking along Orchard Road, 27 December 2021. covid-19]

Covid-19 lowered life expectancy by 1.6 years worldwide: study



Travel refund-related complaints in Singapore spiked last year amid pandemic, says Case



Japan's record US$940b budget set for parliament approval in March








Interest Rates


[image: FILE PHOTO: A logo of Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas (Central Bank of the Philippines) is seen at their main building in Manila, Philippines March 23, 2016. REUTERS/Romeo Ranoco/File Photo]

Philippine central bank says its policy decisions not dependent on Fed's 


ECB cannot commit to rate path even after first cut: Lagarde


Indonesia central bank keeps rates unchanged, eyes rupiah stability







Electric Vehicles


[image: The photo taken on January 24, 2024 shows mini electric vehicles parking near a mural showing electric cars and Chinese characters which reads "China New Energy Cars City", in Liuzhou, in southern China's Guangxi province. Tiny electric cars weave through traffic in southern China, their cheap and cheerful designs bringing a touch of colour to the EV revolution in the country's overlooked cities. (Photo by Jade GAO / AFP) / TO GO WITH: China-EV-automobile-energy-transport-climate-environment, FOCUS by Matthew Walsh]

Zombie Chinese EV makers resurrected in ‘productive force’ push


JSW Group-MG Motor venture aims to sell 1 million EVs in India by 2030


Geely profit beats estimates even as China’s price war rages on







Canada


[image: A for sale sign is displayed outside a home in Toronto, Ontario in Toronto, Ontario, Canada December 13, 2021.  REUTERS/Carlos Osorio/]

Canadian home sales dip; prices snap 5-month streak of declines


China to invest in Canada mining despite crackdown, envoy says


Investors are gobbling up homes in Canada's hot housing market








Climate Change


[image: (FILES) A general view of a lake running dry on a hot summer day near Ajmer on June 2, 2019. Global temperatures "smashed" heat records last year, as heatwaves stalked oceans and glaciers suffered record ice loss, the United Nations said on March 19, 2024, warning 2024 was likely to be even hotter. The annual State of the Climate report by the UN's World Meteorological Organization confirmed preliminary data showing 2023 was by far the hottest year ever recorded. (Photo by Himanshu SHARMA / AFP)]

Planet ‘on the brink’, with new heat records likely in 2024: UN


No oil and gas majors aligned with climate targets: report


EDITORIAL
Greater urgency for peatland protection in South-east Asia







Currencies


[image: FILE PHOTO: Japanese Yen and U.S. dollar banknotes are seen in this illustration taken March 10, 2023. REUTERS/Dado Ruvic/Illustration/File Photo]

Yen falls in defiance of historic BOJ shift


US dollar dips, yen steadies as BOJ policy shift beckons


US dollar poised for biggest weekly gain since mid-January







Semiconductors
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Intel wins almost US$20 billion in chips incentives for US plants


Samsung Electronics expects US$100 million or more sales from advanced chip packaging business


US weighs sanctioning Huawei’s secretive Chinese chip network







Housing
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US 30-year mortgage rate nears 7%, restraining home purchases


UK house prices fall by 0.6% in annual terms in January


Sweden’s troubled home construction sector shows signs of life







M&A


[image: FILE PHOTO: The Boeing logo is displayed on a screen, at the New York Stock Exchange (NYSE) in New York, U.S., August 7, 2019. REUTERS/Brendan McDermid/File Photo]

Boeing mulls shedding Airbus work in potential Spirit Aero deal


Atos says Airbus ends discussions over BDS cybersecurity unit sale 


AstraZeneca bets on new cancer treatments with US$2 billion Fusion Pharma purchase







Bonds


[image: FILE PHOTO: Chinese Yuan banknotes are seen in this illustration picture taken June 14, 2022. REUTERS/Florence Lo/Illustration/File Photo]

China to use public auctions for sale of special ultra-long debt


CLI issues 1 billion yuan of 3.5% sustainability-linked bonds in China


FLCT prices S$175 million notes due 2029 at 3.83%







Sustainability


[image: BT Budget Roundtable 2024, presented by Xero]

BT BUDGET ROUNDTABLE 2024
SMEs can seek government help to embark on AI, sustainability journey: panellists


Singapore’s healthcare industry moving 
to measure carbon emissions


Transition finance critical for South-east Asia to achieve net-zero goals: panel







Oil Prices


[image: FILE PHOTO: Pump jacks of Wintershall DEA are pictured in Emlichheim near the northern German city of Meppen, Germany, March 9, 2022. REUTERS/Fabian Bimmer/File Photo]

Oil rises to multi-month highs on Russian supply concerns


Oil prices climb 2% to 4-month high on lower Iraq, Saudi exports


Oil prices climb as revised IEA outlook signals tighter market







US Federal Reserve


[image: NEW YORK, NEW YORK - MARCH 06: People walk by the New York Stock Exchange (NYSE) on March 06, 2024 in New York City. Following a fall of over 400 points yesterday, the Dow was trading up 100 points in morning trading ahead of Federal Reserve Chair Jerome Powell on Capitol Hill saying the central bank could lower interest rates this year.   Spencer Platt/Getty Images/AFP (Photo by SPENCER PLATT / GETTY IMAGES NORTH AMERICA / Getty Images via AFP)]

NEWS ANALYSIS
All eyes on whether US Federal Reserve will make explicit promise to cut interest rates


JPMorgan’s Dimon urges Federal Reserve to wait past June before cutting rates



Banks drive Australian shares to record high on firming rate-cut bets 







Opec


[image: FILE PHOTO: Pump jacks of Wintershall DEA are pictured in Emlichheim near the northern German city of Meppen, Germany, March 9, 2022. REUTERS/Fabian Bimmer/File Photo]

Oil rises to multi-month highs on Russian supply concerns


Oil prices climb 2% to 4-month high on lower Iraq, Saudi exports


Oil prices climb as revised IEA outlook signals tighter market







Russia


[image: Russian presidential candidate and incumbent President Vladimir Putin speaks after polling stations closed, in Moscow, Russia, March 18, 2024. REUTERS/Maxim Shemetov ]

Putin gets record Russia election win to push war in Ukraine


Russian diamond ban creates costly delays, Antwerp diamond dealers say


THE BOTTOM LINE
Europe should toughen up and support seizing Russian assets







Metals


[image: FILE PHOTO: Gold bars at the Austrian Gold and Silver Separating Plant 'Oegussa' in Vienna, Austria, March 18, 2016.   REUTERS/Leonhard Foeger/File Photo]

Gold range-bound as investors brace for Fed decision, Powell speech


Gold flat as market focus turns to US Federal Reserve meeting


Gold listless as central bank meetings loom, US dollar holds firm







Yen


[image: Euro notes and Japanese yen notes are displayed in this arranged photograph in Tokyo, Japan, on Thursday, Dec. 29, 2011. The euro weakened to a decade low against the yen before Italy auctions as much as 8.5 billion euros ($11 billion) of debt. European shares and U.S. equity-index futures  climbed. Photographer: Tomohiro Ohsumi/Bloomberg]

Yen falls to lowest since 2008 against euro as BOJ path seen gradual


Yen falls in defiance of historic BOJ shift


US dollar dips, yen steadies as BOJ policy shift beckons







Malaysia


[image: Bank Negara Malaysia governor Abdul Rasheed Ghaffour said: "Our prospects are good. We have reason to cautiously anticipate a better year ahead."]

Malaysia economy expected to grow 4-5% in 2024: Bank Negara


Malaysia says Goldman lawsuit is a chance to review 1MDB deal


Beyond weak Q4 earnings, analysts sanguine over Malaysia’s earnings growth in 2024







7-eleven


[image: Bulk food dispensers at a Seven & i Holdings Co.'s SIP store during a media tour in Matsudo, Chiba Prefecture, on Tuesday, Feb. 27, 2024. The new SIP stores, collaboration of Seven-Eleven Japan Co. and Ito-Yokado Co., will have over twice the amount of products and be almost double the size of regular 7-Eleven stores. Photographer: Akio Kon/Bloomberg]

7-Eleven is testing a bigger convenience store with more stuff on shelves


Japan's 7-Eleven operator picks former Uber executive as it looks overseas



7-Eleven Malaysia weighs selling pharmacy chain Caring, sources say
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COMPANIES & MARKETS[image: COMPANIES & MARKETS]
Consumer & HealthcareTemu operator PDD Holdings beats revenue estimates as e-commerce flourishes





Companies & MarketsUnilever said to weigh sale of water purification unit Truliva in China





Companies & MarketsBig names back Disney at critical time in activists' battle





Consumer & HealthcareTop Glove Q2 loss shrinks to RM51.2 million, with aim to return to profit in 2 quarters





Telcos, Media & TechIntel wins almost US$20 billion in chips incentives for US plants





Companies & MarketsPrudential posts 43% rise in FY2023 new business profit






SEE MORE


OPINION & FEATURES[image: OPINION & FEATURES]
Opinion & FeaturesIs Asean truly a winner in globalisation 2.0? 
Banh Thi Hang, Jesslene Lee and Liu Jingting


Opinion & FeaturesEDITORIAL
Greater urgency for peatland protection in South-east Asia



Opinion & FeaturesSTRAIT TALK
Stopping bullying and harassment at sea by being kind
David Hughes



SEE MORE



ASEAN BUSINESS[image: ASEAN BUSINESS]
[image: Excavators transfer soil to transport trucks at a nickel mine operated by nickel mining company Vale Indonesia in Sorowako on July 28, 2023. (Photo by HARIANDI HAFID / AFP)]

Indonesia’s giant nickel miners double down on output even as prices slump   



GLOBAL ENTERPRISE[image: GLOBAL ENTERPRISE]
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China releases action plan to attract foreign investment



GARAGE[image: GARAGE]
[image: peso, money, currency]

Kaya Founders hits second close of latest funds at 1 billion pesos
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XERO BUDGET ROUNDTABLE 2024
Government schemes have ‘something for everyone’ to help SMEs transform and grow





PODCASTS[image: PODCASTS]
[image: Market updates for Wednesday.]

Market Focus Daily: Wednesday, March 20, 2024 (Ep 26)
Wall Street upbeat while the Fed meets on interest rate policy today; Japanese yen at four-month low after Bank of Japan ended negative interest rates; China maintains benchmark lending rates; Seatrium continues most volume traded on SGX.



Market Focus Daily: Tuesday, March 19, 2024 (Ep 25)





Market Focus Daily: Monday, March 18, 2024 (Ep 24)





BT Money Hacks: Are luxury watches a viable investment? (Ep 165)





SPONSORED
BT Future of Finance: Empowering young entrepreneurs for tomorrow (Ep 9)






SEE MORE
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OUR NEWSLETTERS
[image: Breakfast Brief]MON-SAT, 7.20 AM
Breakfast Brief
All the latest news you need to know to start your day, right in your inbox.
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[image: Daily Debrief]MON-SAT, 7.20 PM
Daily Debrief
A round-up of all the important things that happened today.
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[image: Asean Business]FRIDAY, 8.30 AM
Asean Business
Business insights centering on South-east Asia's fast-growing economies.
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[image: Garage]MONDAY, 3.30 PM
Garage
The hottest news on all things startup and tech to kickstart your week.
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[image: rmstailor14 - Jackets  Credit: In Personam]

LifestyleSTYLE
Not your grandfather’s suit: Local tailoring gets a refresh



[image: jedining14 - AMI Patisserie - Exterior  Credit: Ami Patisserie]

LifestyleDINING OUT
Dessert for dinner? Ami lets you eat cake and more
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LifestyleDESIGN
Space reconfiguration: From cluttered to tidy, with plenty of storage thrown in
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BT LuxeTRAVEL
Heritage in a bottle
A visit to South Korean artisanal sauce maker Kisoondo is a step back in time
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BT LuxeBT LUXE
Desmond Tan: Heartland boy turned heart-throb
The actor and soon-to-be father shares his thoughts on growing up in Singapore, his love of local culture, and his hopes for the year ahead
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BT LuxeBT LUXE 
Kara Arissa Tan: Preserving a food legacy
The young CEO brings reverence and innovation to the traditional bird’s nest industry
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BT LuxeBT LUXE
Kevin Poon: Multifaceted maestro
From art and fashion to music and food, the lifestyle entrepreneur has a finger in many pies
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BT LuxeTRAVEL
andBeyond in Bhutan: Fusing luxury and sustainability 
Its newest lodge places guests in lavish tented suites on the banks of a famous river
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BT LuxeFOOD & DRINK
The heart and Seoul of Korean dining
From pork barbecue to fermentation cooking, there’s never a dull meal in this capital city
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SUPPORT SOUTH-EAST ASIA'S LEADING FINANCIAL DAILY
Get the latest coverage and full access to all BT premium content.
SUBSCRIBE NOWBrowse corporate subscription here
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